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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

No. 9621092 JA93/97 FORMTEXT 

		BETWEEN:

		JOHN FRANCIS PHILLIPS
			Appellant

		AND:

		GEOFFREY ROBERT BAHNERT
			Respondent


CORAM:	THOMAS J


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered 27 February 1998)

	On 15 July 1997 the appellant, John Francis Phillips, was convicted by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction in Maningrida for an offence of assault.  The appellant entered a plea of not guilty to a charge that:

	On 20 September 1996 at Maningrida in the Northern Territory of Australia he unlawfully assaulted Bill Young, contrary to s188(1) of the Criminal Code.

	The charge proceeded to hearing before the learned chief stipendiary magistrate who, at the conclusion of the hearing, delivered his reasons for decision, convicted the appellant and imposed a fine of $600, a Victim Levy of $20 and allowed 3 months to pay.

	The appellant, Mr Phillips, who was not represented at the hearing before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction, lodged a Notice of Appeal against conviction.  This notice stated that the grounds of appeal are:

“Unfair hearing.  Convicted contrary to evidence.  Refused to allow me to call witnesses.
Refused a request for an interpreter for witnesses.
Refused to allow me to sum up my case.”

	On the appeal before the Supreme Court the appellant was represented by Mr McIntyre.

	Mr McIntyre stated that the ground of appeal was “unfair hearing”, that the appellant, who was unrepresented in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction, was unable to adequately deal with three matters at trial that affected the outcome.  The three matters which, it was submitted, resulted in the appellant receiving an unfair hearing were that the learned chief stipendiary magistrate

	(1)	Either refused or by oversight failed to deal with the appellant’s request for the production of a tape recording which was in the possession of the Crown.

	(2)	Failed to grant the appellant’s request to adjourn the matter part heard to enable the appellant to call further witnesses.
	(3)	Made rulings during the course of the trial that certain evidence was irrelevant.

	On 20 September 1996, the appellant walked into the office of Mr Bill Young to deliver him a dismissal notice.  At this date Mr Young was the general manager of the Maningrida Progress Association.  At a meeting of the Maningrida Progress Association a motion was passed authorising the appellant to take over the role as acting manager and give a notice of dismissal to Mr Young.  The Crown allegation was that when the appellant entered the office occupied by Mr Young he handed Mr Young the dismissal notice and then punched him twice.  The only persons present in the office during this alleged incident were Mr Young and the appellant.  The Crown case at the summary hearing was that Mr Young then pushed past the appellant into an outer office (also known as the main office or reception area), yelling out that he’d been assaulted.  There were other persons in the outer office.  Mr Young gave evidence that when in the outer office he felt himself being pulled backwards by the appellant and his shirt was torn from his back.

	The appellant, Mr Phillips, gave evidence in which he denied he had assaulted Mr Young.  The appellant’s evidence before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction was to the effect that Mr Young performed like a three year old child in the outer office, screaming out to all the people assembled in the outer office that he had been assaulted.  The appellant apologised to Mr Young for hitting him but stated in his evidence that the apology was given in a manner as though he were speaking to a three year old child.  The appellant then tried to prevent Mr Young from returning to his office by holding him away from the door.  Mr Young’s shirt ripped and it was Mr Phillips’ evidence that he let go and apologised about the shirt.

	It is Mr McIntyre’s contention that rulings made by the learned chief stipendiary magistrate at trial resulted in unfairness to the appellant, the relevant rulings being that the evidence of what occurred in the outer office, in the presence of witnesses, was irrelevant to the alleged assault in the inner office.

	The submission by Mr McIntyre is that his Worship went to great lengths to attempt to ensure that an unrepresented defendant was given a fair trial.  The defendant was given great latitude in terms of the questions he could ask and the general conduct of his case.  However, the submission proceeds that his Worship fell into error about whether events in the outer office, to which there were witnesses, had a relevance to the alleged events in the inner office.  Ultimately that led to an error in refusing the appellant an adjournment to call those witnesses because his Worship ruled that these witnesses had nothing to say about the primary assault.

	The appellant’s first example of receiving an unfair trial was in relation to the tape recording in the possession of the Crown and not produced at trial.

	It is the submission on behalf of the appellant that unknown to Mr Young a voice activated recording device was operating in the main office at the time the appellant and Mr Young emerged from Mr Young’s office.  It is the submission of counsel for the appellant that this tape is important because it confirms that Mr Young was carrying on like a three year old and that, in this context, the appellant was treating him as a three year old and sarcastically spoke such words to him as “Oh, I’m sorry, show me your sore.  Oh, I’m sorry show me your sore.”

	During the appellant’s cross examination of Mr Young the following exchange is recorded as taking place between the appellant and his Worship (t/p 31):

Mr Phillips:  “If I may your Worship, just seek that tape recorder - tape - seek the tape.  The prosecutor wanted to introduce it into the first hearing.”

His Worship: “Well don’t tell me about that.  We’ll just come back to that in a minute.  Leave that please.  If there’s an issue about that, I can deal with it, but - and you can raise it and I can deal with, but - - -“

Mr Phillips:  “Yes.”

His Worship: “- - - if there’s any more questions for Mr Young about a tape recording, you can ask them.  But, if there’s an issue about the general prosecution, that’s for later.”

	Mr Phillips then proceeded with his cross examination of Mr Young relating to the tape recorder.  The issue of the Crown producing the tape recorder as part of the evidence was not raised again.

	Evidence was called for the Crown from the victim of the alleged offence, William John Young, and from Jimmy Tan who is an accountant with the Maningrida Progress Association and who was present in the reception area of the Maningrida Progress Association office at the time of the alleged assault.  It was Mr Tan’s tape recorder that was in the possession of the Crown.  The tape recorder was activated and recorded what occurred in the reception area after Mr Young and Mr Phillips emerged from the inner office.  The Crown also called evidence from Ms Susan Bennett who was the bookkeeper at the Maningrida Progress Association.  She was also present in the main office of the Maningrida Progress Association on the afternoon of 20 September 1996.  The final witness called for the Crown was Sergeant Geoffrey Robert Bahnert, who was the officer in charge of the Maningrida Police Station.  Sergeant Bahnert gave evidence that he was called to the offices of the Maningrida Progress Association on the afternoon of 20 September 1996 to investigate an allegation of assault by Mr Phillips upon Mr Young.  Sergeant Bahnert took statements from a number of persons.  Mr Young claimed he had a sore mouth where he had been hit by Mr Phillips, he had a red mark on his neck and his shirt was ripped.  Mr Young had stated to Sergeant Bahnert that these had occurred during the assault.

	Evidence was called for the defence by the defendant, John Francis Phillips, and two further witnesses, Shane Namenauki and Steven James.  The last two witnesses had attended the court at the request of the prosecution but had not been called in the Crown case.  Neither Mr Namenauki nor Mr James was present in Mr Young’s office, they both came into the reception area when Mr Young and Mr Phillips emerged from Mr Young’s office.

	There were two other witnesses, Bob Nimbhali and Kirsten Rowe.  The prosecution had not been able to serve a summons on Bob Nimbhali.  Kirsten Rowe had been present at the Maningrida court that morning, however, the Crown had made a decision not to call her.

	At the conclusion of giving evidence himself Mr Phillips indicated that he thought the matter would be adjourned to hear the evidence of Mr Nimbhali and Ms Rowe because the Crown had stated they were calling six witnesses.  His Worship stated quite clearly (t/p 91) that the hearing would conclude that day.  The learned chief stipendiary magistrate noted that nobody had made any application to adjourn the case for any reason and that this was the first indication that the matter would not conclude that day.

	As a consequence of this interchange, Shane Naminauki and Steven James were called to give evidence.

	Following the evidence of Mr Namenauki and Mr James, and after a discussion relating to any further witnesses, the learned chief stipendiary magistrate made a ruling in the following terms (t/p 109):

“Well, look, I simply repeat that in my view it would be improper to adjourn the matter to a later date.  The matter’s been now before the court many times.  It’s old.  I’ve heard a lot of evidence and I’ve heard all of the evidence that relates to the principal assault on which the prosecution relies, and in my opinion, you’re not prejudiced in relation to the court’s dealing with that issue by not being able to lead the evidence of these two other people.”

	The remaining two witnesses referred to are Mr Bob Nimbhali and Ms Kirsten Rowe, neither of whom were present in Mr Young’s office at the time of the alleged assault by Mr Phillips on Mr Young.  These two persons were present in the outer office when Mr Young and Mr Phillips emerged from Mr Young’s office.

	In his reasons for decision the learned chief stipendiary magistrate reviewed the evidence.  He stated that he found Mr Young to be a reasonable, credible witness.  He found Mr Tan and Ms Bennett to be reasonable, credible, balanced, fair and objective witnesses.  His Worship stated that the evidence of Mr Tan and Ms Bennett bolstered the evidence given by Mr Young about what had occurred in Mr Young’s office and his statement that he was assaulted by Mr Phillips, although there were no actual witnesses to the incident that occurred in Mr Young’s office.

	On the issue of credibility, the learned chief stipendiary magistrate made the following findings in the course of his reasons for decision (t/p 112):

“Mr Young’s account of that is far more credible than Mr Phillips’.  It is simply not credible, and indeed, I think there is not, in my view, a shred of credibility to the proposition that Mr Young in some way hit himself in trying to grab the piece of paper back from Mr Phillips.  I reject Mr Phillips’ account of how Mr Young came to sustain the injury to the lower lip.  It is simply not credible.  And I accept Mr Young’s account of how he sustained that injury.  For the reasons given, it’s borne out by the other witnesses to whom I’ve referred.”

	His Worship then referred to the evidence of the assault in the reception area during which Mr Young’s shirt was ripped in an incident between himself and Mr Phillips.  This second incident was witnessed by the other witnesses who gave evidence, including Mr Tan and Ms Bennett.  In respect of that incident his Worship gave Mr Phillips the benefit of the doubt and found that he could not be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt “that there was a second intentional assault in the way that Mr Young described it.”

	In respect of the allegation of assault in Mr Young’s office, the learned chief stipendiary magistrate was satisfied the assault did occur as Mr Young described it and found the charge proven on the basis of that incident.

	Mr McIntyre submits that part of the reason for the appellant receiving an unfair trial in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction was that he was unrepresented.  Mr McIntyre submits that, had his client been represented in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction, the tape recording in the main office would have been put into evidence and the remaining two witnesses, who may have given relevant evidence as to what happened in the outer office area, would have been called or else the trial adjourned to obtain their evidence.  In addition, a submission would most likely have been made to the magistrate in terms of the rule in Jones v Dunkel in respect of the prosecution’s failure to call all available witnesses.  It is Mr McIntyre’s submission that had Mr Phillips had legal representation then submissions would have been made to the magistrate as to the relevance of the evidence of the two witnesses, who were not called, in respect of the behaviour of Mr Young and Mr Phillips when they emerged from the inner office into the reception area.

	I will now deal with the issue raised by Mr McIntyre, which was essentially that Mr Phillips received an unfair trial because he did not have legal representation.  Mr McIntyre referred me to the High Court authority Dietrich v R (1992) 109 ALR 385.  In my opinion, this decision has no application to the position in which Mr Phillips found himself.

	The transcript before me from the Court of Summary Jurisdiction commences with the hearing of this matter at the Maningrida Court of Summary Jurisdiction on 15 July 1997.  I have no transcript of what occurred on earlier occasions when this matter was before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction, however, from the remarks made by the magistrate during the course of this trial it is clear the matter had been before the court on a number of occasions prior to the date allocated for hearing.

	Mr Phillips did not at the outset of the hearing on 15 July 1997 seek an adjournment or indicate he wanted to obtain legal advice or legal representation.  Mr Phillips, when asked by the magistrate, stated he had spoken with a solicitor about this matter.  There is no issue on this appeal that Mr Phillips chose to represent himself on the hearing before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction.  It was a hearing of a relatively minor criminal charge.  Defendants before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction have a right to represent themselves if they so choose.  It is not uncommon for defendants to exercise that right and represent themselves in a Court of Summary Jurisdiction.  Whether Mr Phillips was wise to adopt this course is another matter, but the fact is he elected to conduct his own hearing and proceeded to do this. He cannot now be heard to say there was any unfairness in the fact that he had no legal representation.

	Mr McIntyre argued on behalf of the appellant that the appellant suffered an unfairness because the magistrate refused his request to adjourn the hearing to hear the evidence of the two other witnesses who had given statements to the Crown.  I have already referred to the magistrate’s reasons for refusing an adjournment and in the course of these reasons the magistrate referred to it as being an “old matter” and that it had been “before the court many times”.  The learned chief stipendiary magistrate also made reference (t/p 91) to the fact that the day had been allocated for the hearing of the case and that Mr Phillips had waited on a number of previous occasions and had been there at least once when the case could not go ahead.

	His Worship also made reference to the “many problems” which could arise if the matter was not concluded on that date.  I think it reasonable to infer that one of the many problems was the logistical problem in having a matter part heard at Maningrida, which sits for a limited number of days each month.

	Whilst I am sympathetic to the difficulties and problems to which the learned chief stipendiary magistrate alluded the overriding consideration must always be that the defendant receive a fair trial.

	I now turn to deal with Mr McIntyre’s submission that the learned chief stipendiary magistrate erred in ruling that the evidence of Bob Nimbhali and Kirsten Rowe was not relevant.  It is the submission on behalf of the appellant that their evidence is relevant because it could disclose the behaviour of Mr Young and Mr Phillips when they emerged from the inner office.  This was relevant to the incident in Mr Young’s office and these witnesses may have supported other evidence that Mr Young was over-reacting and carrying on like a child.  Such evidence, together with evidence on the tape recorder, could have reinforced the credibility of Mr Phillips and thrown doubt on the credibility of Mr Young.  The submission on behalf of the appellant is that having been denied the opportunity to put the tape recording into evidence and to have before the court the evidence of the two other witnesses, Bob Nimbhali and Kirsten Rowe, the appellant was denied a fair trial in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction as that evidence may have supported the defendant’s version of the events.

	At the commencement of the hearing in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction on 15 July 1997, the prosecutor advised that the Crown would be calling three civilians and one police officer as witnesses.  Shortly afterwards the prosecutor made this statement (t/p 2):

“I should indicate to the court that statements in respect of more than the persons I intend to call have been obtained, but in my view some of them are extraneous and offer corroboration only and there’s no requirement for them.”

	Mr Phillips said nothing nor did he indicate that he was expecting the prosecution to call all the witnesses or that he had asked the Crown to make the witnesses available.

	The prosecutor then proceeded to call his first witness, Mr William John Young, the alleged victim of the offence, followed by Mr Tan and Ms Bennett.

	With regard to the tape, Mr Phillips did not raise the matter again after it was raised initially (t/p 31) during his cross-examination of Mr Young and did not subsequently call on the Crown to produce the tape.  It appears from the account given by counsel for both the appellant and the respondent, that this tape had been played at some earlier proceedings but it is not clear what those proceedings were.

	The Crown had the tape available at court on the hearing of the appeal, however, the appellant did not seek to have this tape tendered in evidence pursuant to s176A of the Justices Act.

	Mr McIntyre made it clear in his submissions in reply that the appellant was not seeking to introduce fresh evidence into this appeal.  The basis of the appeal is that the appellant received an unfair hearing before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction.

	The nature of an appeal from the Court of Summary Jurisdiction to the Supreme Court was discussed by Kearney J in Salmon v Chute and Dredge 4 NTLR 149 at 156-157:

	“It is therefore not strictly necessary that I express an opinion on the submission that this Court is exercising original jurisdiction in this appeal.  However, I venture to repeat certain remarks I made in J K v Waldron (1988) 93 FLR 451 at pp 455-456:

		“Section 163(1) of the Justices Act is now in a very different form to the provision considered by the Full Court in 1981 in Messel v Davern (1981) 54 FLR 376.  The Full Court there noted (at p280-281) that the corresponding provision in South Australia provided for a full appeal on both facts and law; it was held that the then s163(1) provided for an appeal by way of rehearing which could involve a hearing de novo.  It seems clear enough that the substitution of the present s163(1) in 1983 was designed to abrogate the decision in Messel v Davern by providing for the appeal under s163(1) to be an appeal in the strict sense  As a result I do not think that Messel v Davern is now authoritative as to the nature of a justices appeal in this jurisdiction.”  (emphasis by Kearney J)

		In my opinion  this Court sitting on an appeal under s163(1)(b) is exercising only appellate jurisdiction, and not original jurisdiction.  Where it receives fresh evidence on appeal under s176A of the Justices Act, its approach to the exercise of that appellate jurisdiction is necessarily different to that where the evidence is the same as that before the Court below, because it must determine the appeal on the (now different) evidence.  However, whether or not fresh evidence is received, for an appeal to succeed the appellant must establish an “error or mistake” by the Court below (s163(1)(b)); see Duralla v Plant (1984) 54 ALR 29 at 41-44, per Smithers J.”

	Mr Phillips was very much the author of his own problems.  A reading of the transcript demonstrates he clearly had little understanding of how to conduct his own case.  It is apparent that at times he became excitable and he constantly asked irrelevant questions or else had difficulty in framing the question he wanted to ask.  He did not call upon the prosecution to produce the tape into evidence nor did he ask them to make the two remaining witnesses available for cross examination.  During the course of the trial the learned chief stipendiary magistrate deals with him extremely patiently, allowing him considerable latitude in the way in which he conducted his defence, advising him on procedural matters and assisting Mr Phillips to elicit the evidence.

	Mr McIntyre, counsel for the appellant, acknowledges that the learned chief stipendiary magistrate made every effort to enable the defendant to have a fair trial.  Mr McIntyre also acknowledges that Mr Phillips’ over confidence contributed to the problem.

	However, there is merit in the appellant’s argument that the evidence on the tape and the evidence of the further two witnesses may be relevant.  I agree with the appellant’s submission that, in the context of this case, what occurred in the reception area was relevant to what occurred in the office of Mr Young and could assist in the assessment of the credibility of Mr Young or Mr Phillips on the issue of the assault.

	I accept that Mr Phillips had been led to believe at one of his previous court appearances prior to the date of actual hearing on 15 July 1997, that the Crown would be calling the six civilian witnesses at the hearing of his charge.  In fact the Crown had summonsed other witnesses to Court on the day of the hearing but elected not to call them.  There is nothing to indicate Mr Phillips was informed of this so that he could call such witnesses himself, until he raised the matter after giving evidence himself, by which time Kirsten Rowe had apparently left the Court.  In the light of this, Mr Phillips’ application for an adjournment to call the witnesses himself should have been considered.

	I also accept that the appellant had been led to believe the Crown would be producing the tape recording which was activated whilst the defendant and Mr Young were in the outer office.  When he first raised his concerns about the tape recording (t/p 31) he was advised by the learned chief stipendiary magistrate to raise that matter at a later time and that his Worship would deal with this issue.  The issue relating to the tape recording was raised again by Mr Phillips during his cross examination of Mr Young, although not in the context of production of the tape by the Crown as part of the evidence.  In essence, Mr Phillips sought access to the tape recorder and this request was deferred and never dealt with.

	The appellant’s argument is that the evidence on the tape recorder and the evidence of other witnesses in the outer office not called by the Crown, may have been relevant and that he should have been given an opportunity by the learned chief stipendiary magistrate to present the evidence to the Court.

	At the conclusion of the evidence presented on 15 July 1997, his Worship made the following remarks in respect of the other two persons who had been in the outer office and had not been called by the Crown to give evidence (t/p 108):

	“Well, look, the law is that if the prosecution has a witness here and available and chooses not to call that witness, then you’re certainly able to call that witness, Mr Phillips but they have to be here for that purpose and if you require a particular witness who would give evidence favourable to you, you’re entitled to ask the prosecution to make that person available if they’ve made a statement to the prosecution, but that request hasn’t been made as I understand it.

	Can I assist you by saying this, Mr Phillips, the real issue here is – the primary assault issue is the issue in the office.  That’s what I’m going to be focusing on.  As I understand it all of these other people can only speak about the other matter and I understand your concern about the witness issue, but I can say this that the primary assault is the previous one and their evidence does not go to that issue, all of the people we’re talking about now.  So I would not consider you to be unfairly prejudiced in relation to the important part of the case if they do not give evidence.”

	Effectively, his Worship ruled that the evidence of the other witnesses not called by the Crown could not be relevant.  In this ruling I have concluded his Worship fell into error.  The events in the outer office were relevant to what occurred in the inner office.  Indeed, his Worship specifically found that the evidence of Mr Tan and Ms Bennett assisted him in concluding that Mr Young was a credible witness, even when Mr Tan and Ms Bennett were witnesses only to what occurred in the outer office.  Neither they nor any other independent witness was present in the inner office or witnessed the alleged assault in the inner office, which was the substance of the charge.

	This, combined with the learned chief stipendiary magistrate’s failure to deal with the issue of the tape recorder, amounted to an error such that I am not satisfied Mr Phillips ultimately received a fair trial.

	Whilst I have stressed Mr Phillips himself was of no assistance to the learned chief stipendiary magistrate and presented his own case ineffectually, I have decided that on balance he is entitled to have the conviction quashed.

	The order that I make is pursuant to s177 of the Justices Act, that the appeal be allowed, the conviction be quashed and that the matter be referred back to the Court of Summary Jurisdiction for retrial.

